
 

Secure Exchange Solutions Achieves Constant Growth of Integrated Secure Messaging users 

from iPatientCare’s Users Base 

Secure Exchange Solutions (SES) a Health Information Service Provider (HISP) leading the field of fully 

integrated direct messaging solutions, reports continuous growth of integrated secure messaging 

users from iPatientCare’s users base.  

 

Woodbridge, NJ, November 30, 2016 — iPatientCare, a pioneer in cloud-based ambulatory EHR and 
Revenue Cycle Management services, announced achieving significant growth in integrated secure 
messaging users powered by Secure Exchange Solutions (SES), a Health Information Service Provider 
(HISP). 
 
Secure Exchange Solutions providing its integrated secure messaging services to iPatientCare users since 
2013 as well as being active sponsor/exhibitor of iPatientCare National User Conferences. iPatientCare 
was proud to host the annual gala event, NUCON 2016, with Secure Exchange Solutions (SES) as one of 
the Sponsor and Exhibitor. 
 
“We selected Secure Exchange Solutions as our preferred partner because of their superior products and 
easy-to-integrate processes. iPatientCare HISP powered by SES would provide direct mail capabilities that 
will allow our users to improve care management through the real-time exchange of patient health 
information, securely without interrupting their current workflows,” said Shripal Shah, Sr. Technology 
Officer, iPatientCare. 
 
“We are pleased to be a part of the interactive, interoperable and intelligent technology developed by 
iPatientCare,” said Dan Kazzaz, CEO of Secure Exchange Solutions. “iPatientCare users have access to our 
industry-leading Direct messaging solution, fully integrated into the iPatientCare system for a seamless 
user experience, helping clinicians to achieve their Meaningful Use goals and to easily exchange patient 
information with other providers.” 
 

 
About iPatientCare: 

iPatientCare, Inc. is a privately held medical informatics company based at Woodbridge, New Jersey. The 

company’s unified product suite includes Electronic Health/Medical Record and integrated Practice 

Management/Billing System, Patient Portal/PHR, Health Information Exchange (HIE), and Mobile Point-

of-Care Solutions for both Ambulatory and Acute/Sub-acute market segments. iPatientCare has been 

recognized as a preferred MU partner by numerous Regional Extension Centers (REC), hospitals/health 

systems, and professional academies.  

iPatientCare EHR 2014 (2.0) has received 2014 Edition Ambulatory Complete EHR certification by ICSA 

Labs, an Office of the National Coordinator-Authorized Certification Body (ONC-ACB), in accordance with 

http://ipatientcare.com/
http://www.secureexsolutions.com/
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the applicable eligible professional certification criteria adopted by the Secretary of Health and Human 

Services (HHS).  

Full certification details can be found at ONC Certified Health IT Product List. 

The ONC 2014 Edition criteria support both Stage 1 and 2 Meaningful Use measures required to qualify 

eligible providers and hospitals for funding under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). 

Visit www.iPatientCare.com for more information. 

Follow iPatientCare on Twitter, LinkedIn or Facebook. 
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